
American Standard Thermostats

PRECISE COMFORT CONTROL  
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
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Silver 200
A clear, easy-to-read display 
and backlit keys make the 
Silver 200 a smart choice. For 
your convenience, it includes 
an energy savings mode and 
automatic changeover between 
heating and cooling.

Silver 602
With the ability to control up to three heating and 
two cooling stages, the easily-programmed 
Silver 602 provides weekday/weekend 
scheduling and precise temperature control.

Silver 402
The Silver 402 keeps you 
comfortable with up to three 
heating and two cooling stages. 
It also offers air filter reminders, 
a backlit display and keys, and 
automatic changeover between 
heating and cooling.

Gold 900
With AccuLink™ communicating capabilities and 
dual fuel compatibility, the Gold 900 offers powerful, 
versatile control. Other features dedicated to your 
comfort include 7 day programmability, four heating 
and two cooling stages, a humidity sensor and 
automated filter reminders. 
(Note: Not compatible with Variable Speed Systems)

Gold 803 
The Gold 803 is focused on your comfort, 
and features a humidity sensor, effortless 
7 day programming and automatic 
changeover from heating to cooling.

Touchscreen Programmable

Programmable Non-programmable

It’s a comfortable feeling knowing that you’re in control. With American Standard 

Heating & Air Conditioning thermostats, you can set precisely the degree of 

home comfort you prefer and the level of energy efficiency you require. American 

Standard has a hard-working, reliable thermostat to suit every system and any 

budget, and each one puts control of your home’s comfort at your fingertips.

COMFORT AND EFFICIENCY WITH JUST A TOUCH.
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PROGRAMMABLE NON-PROGRAMMABLE

Gold 900 Gold 803/802/800 Silver 602/600 Silver 402/401 Silver 200
ACONT900 ACONT803 ACONT802 ACONT800 ACONT602 ACONT600 ACONT402 ACONT401 ACONT200

Compatible with AccuLink™ communicating systems † •

Compatible with conventional 24 volt systems • • • • • • • •

7 Day programmable • • • •

5/2 Day programmable (week day / weekend) • •

Non-programmable • • •

Interactive touchscreen • • • •

Compatible with dual fuel heating systems • • • •

One touch energy savings mode • • •

Indoor fan options on/auto/ 
circ

on/auto/ 
circ

on/auto/ 
circ

on/auto/ 
circ on/auto on/auto on/auto on/auto on/auto

Auto changeover between heating and cooling • • • • • • • • •

Number of filter change reminders 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Humidifier pad change reminder • • • •

Relative humidity displayed • •

Dehumidification control (Cooling) • •

Smart continuous fan •

Heating humidification control •

Window frost control – dew point control of humidifier •

Keypad lock • • • • • • •

Dealer contact information • • •

Remote indoor temperature sensor optional optional optional optional

Outdoor temperature sensor •† optional optional optional provided optional

Number of stages 4H/2C 3H/2C 3H/2C 1H/1C 3H/2C 1H/1C 3H/2C 2H/1C 1H/1C

System alerts displayed on screen •

Approximate display size (sq. In.) 10 10 10 10 5 5 3 3 3

† Excluding variable speed communicating outdoor H= Heating C=Cooling

As part of our continuous product improvement, American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning reserves the right to change specifications and design without notice.  
Read important energy cost and efficiency information available from your dealer.

American Standard thermostats help you manage 
your energy consumption for maximum efficiency 
with an energy savings schedule.READ ONLY
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Since American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning has a policy of continuous product 
improvement, it reserves the right to change specifications and design without notice. 
Read important energy cost and efficiency information available from your dealer. 

Take your home’s comfort and efficiency to a new level. 

At American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning, we’ve always believed 

comfort comes in many forms. And now, we’re taking it a step further. With 

American Standard’s innovative AccuLink™ Platinum 950, AccuLink™ 

Platinum 850, Gold 824 and Silver 624 Controls, you can set your home to 

your ideal temperature from most web-enabled devices, like your smartphone. 

All so you can connect with your home and family, even when you’re not at 

home, with Nexia™ Home Intelligence. For more information ask your local 

independent American Standard Dealer about Connected Controls and Nexia.

Our dealers will put you in your comfort zone.
Your independent American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning dealer is a highly 
trained professional with years of experience who’ll work with you every step of the 
way in choosing the system that’s right for you – from walking you through the entire 
purchasing process to conducting an in-depth analysis of your home and your comfort 
needs. Based on that information, your dealer will recommend a system that works best 
for your home. After all, the more  efficient the system, the more comfortable you’ll be.

AccuLink™ 
Platinum 950

AccuLink™ 
Platinum 850

Gold 824

Silver 624
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